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Fig.2  TRI-ENERGY ™ hybrid heating         
incorporates 3 separate heat sources 

TRI-ENERGY™ hybrid heating bridges the capacity gap between heat pump 

and furnace by adding a small electric heater and the 3-FLEX control hub. 

Now a combination of highly efficient heat pump and electric element heat         

sharply reduce cycling and keep the house warm and comfortable down    

to –12°C when the Hydro (HQ) signal transfers to fuel furnace heat only.  

Fig.1  The 3-FLEX controller adds a 
new layer of heating system control 
capabilities to the house thermostat.  

Fig.3  TRI-ENERGY™ hybrid heating is 
up to 3.5x more economical compared 
to alternative central heating systems. 

ECONOMICAL and ENVIRONMENTALLY RESPONSIBLE (fig.3)  

FUEL FURNACE MODULATION (optional)  

TRI-ENERGY ™ UNLOCKS THE FULL POTENTIAL OF DUAL-ENERGY  (fig.1,2)  

 TRI-ENERGY cuts DUAL-ENERGY heating cost by 40%*                                                                         

Compared to the oil or gas furnace the heat pump is up to 5 times more             

efficient but has only limited capacity. As a result, the house thermostat  

trying to maintain set point, fires up the more powerful fuel furnace long          

before reaching –12°C. Burning expensive fuel while Hydro is still cheap!  

A temperature sensor (fig.2) ensures heat pump air stays comfortable by           

activating modulated electric heat during defrosting and when it pumps 

cool air during colder winter days. A subsequent call for thermostat aux. 

heat activates additional electric heat in lockstep with changing heat-load.  

REMOTE ANALYTICS, REDUNDANCY, PROTECTION, VERSATILITY   

• Remote troubleshooting tool identifies heating appliance performance issues. 

• Heat pump or furnace malfunction enables electric plenum heat for backup.  

• An integrated electronic airflow sensor disables all heating appliances                           

and raise an alarm in case of low airflow or blower fan malfunction.  

• Possible future conversion to all electric only requires changing the Hydro rate.  

DRAWBACKS of DUAL-ENERGY HEATING  

UNPARALLELED COMFORT and  EFFICIENCY   

TRI-ENERGY™ uses the fuel furnace thermal mass to store and release           

heat by cycling the furnace burner at varying intervals in lockstep           

with heat load demand, while the blower fan stays on. Transforming               

unwieldy single stage into comfortable and efficient 5 stage heating. 
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HVAC heating 

TRI-ENERGY ™ offers features not available in other heating systems including:  

3-FLEX game-changing dynamic staging control cuts fuel furnace use by 70% *  

The capacity gap between heat pump and furnace not only adversely effects 

efficiency, comfort, heating and maintenance cost. It also reduces heating            

appliances service life as excessive cycling and thermal stress take its toll.  

Depending on the heating system operating cost vary greatly. Oil, gas and electric top 

the list as most expensive, while TRI-ENERGY™ is up to 3.5 times cheaper to operate 

thanks to improved heat pump duty-cycle, reduced furnace use and low Hydro DT rate. 

Making it also is the lowest in CO2 emissions of any fuel based heating system.  

Equally compelling savings and benefits are gained by upgrading oil or gas heating to  

DUAL-ENERGY (with /without AC) by simply adding 3-FLEX and electric plenum heater.  



BALANCING HEAT LOSSES WITH GAINS    

TESTIMONIALS 

    “Saving 50% over Bi-Energy” 
    C. Houssais, Beaconsfield ,QC  

       “A real game- changer” 

 R. Mathews Beaconsfield ,QC 

Home expert Jon Eakes: 

TRI-ENERGY delivers on             
economy comfort and savings.                                                                                                     

www.abchybrid.ca  

Email: info@abchybrid.ca  

 ENERGIE ABC HYBRIDE INC.  

514–568–1996 for more information     
and free estimate  

 *Savings may vary by location, building size, heat loss, energy cost, heating appliance efficiency, capacity and thermostat settings. 

TRI-ENERGY™ provides maximum efficiency, comfort and 

economy by adjusting heat-supply in lockstep with changing 

heat-load conditions. Quickly ramping up furnace heat when 

below –12°C, slowly reducing it again after reaching daytime 

setpoint. When it changes to a combination of uninterrupted 

heat pump and on-demand staged electric element heat.  

  Fig.4  building heat load and heat supply are    
         defined by internal and external factors. 

“Surpasses all my expectations”            
       J. Lafontaine, Brossard ,QC    

   “Well worth the investment” 

   J. Karaminas, Chomedey, QC  

                     TRI-ENERGY™ FEATURES and BENEFITS 

• Reliable and proven solid state technology in use since 2011. 

• Thermostat E-heat mode locks-out the 3-FLEX controller for furnace heat only.      

• Variable delay staging for fast heat-recovery and long heat-maintain cycles. 

• Custom multi-stage CSA electric plenum heater, single or master-slave config.   

• Optional load manager limits current draw from electric distribution panel. 

• Signal splitting creates 2 additional thermostat control wires. 
• Sharply reduced furnace use makes annual cleaning no longer a requirement.  

• Furnace modulation reduces thermal stress and increases operating-efficiency.  
• Reduced heat pump cycling lowers maintenance cost and extends service life. 
• Programmable blower fan on/off delay improves efficiency and comfort. 

• Standby generator ready. (auto switchover to furnace heat during power failure) 

• Backed by a limited 3-year parts and labour warranty.  

(listen to Jon Saturdays 9-10am on CJAD 800 AM) 

DUAL-ENERGY versus TRI-ENERGY™  TIME-LINE DIAGRAMS   

   HOW TO ORDER                                                                                                                            

The first step is a home visit to decide plenum heater location, dimensions and         

material list to complete installation. This is followed by a detailed written quote.  

Installation typically takes place 4-6 weeks after receipt of a down-payment. 

Installation by our expert team is normally completed within 4-5 hours.  

Optimal heating efficiency and home comfort are achieved when 

the rate of heat supplied to a building equals the rate of heat lost. 

Divided into heat gains and losses a combination of structural,         

internal and external factors determine how much the heating       

system needs to contribute to satisfy building heat load demand.  

While outdoor temperature is the dominant factor sun radiation,  

indoor activities, windspeed and sudden changes in thermostat 

settings can drastically change the building heat-load profile. 

Fig.5 and 6 illustrate how                 
each heating system reacts           
to heat-load changes over a                        
hypothetical 16 hour period.                                       

  

DUAL-ENERGY is erratic and uneven, both below –12°C using 

on/off fuel furnace heat only, and above when the heat pump 

enters the mix, blowing air ranging from chilling cold defrost  

to hot furnace air. Often leading to setpoint overshoot and      

short-cycling this can repeat itself up to hundreds of times          

during colder days, sidelining the heat pump by 25% or more.   

    “System works perfectly” 
     P. Rainbow, St. Lazare ,QC  

 Raising the thermostat at                     
6 a.m. on a colder winter day            

enables fuel furnace heat only.                         
Above –12°C the heat pump                 
is the primary heat source. 
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